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news and we had taken many pictures, but we couldnt wait to put it in action. an
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figures from the international organization for standardization (iso) indicated that
over the next decade, 3d printing is set to transform industrial manufacturing,

meaning manufacturers will have to start thinking about how to print for such a
process. the drawback of a direct injection system is that it is not thermally stable,

requiring the nozzle to be made from copper, which in turn limits the material
selection. using ceramic, which is too brittle for the nozzle design, can create
problems with crack formation, requiring the nozzle to be redesigned. using a

droplet emulsion could give better thermal stability and provide the possibility of
using a wider range of materials. though easier to design, the droplet emulsion

approach comes at the expense of the nozzle being made up of tens of micron sized
liquid droplets, which means the nozzle is prone to jamming and clogging up. this
new design creates a needle-less orifice, which supports larger droplets. the new

design also reduces the possibility of nozzle clogging, while increasing the thermal
stability. according to the iaea, it is estimated that approximately 25 percent of all

proven fossil fuel reserves around the world will have to be economically and
technically recovered and processed with the potential to produce 5 to 6 billion

tonnes of recyclable waste of various types. nuclear energy, as a widely recognized
efficient and clean technology for power generation, may play a key role in bringing
the necessary changes and support the recovery of the nuclear fuel materials. three

united arab emirates-based companies, al wathba water, dp-itt and oasis water,
have received a $10.75 million loan from adb group to support the expansion of
their abu dhabi production facility. the facility is expected to be able to produce

10,000 cubic meters of clean water daily with only water and electricity. this
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upgrade is expected to help the companies to reduce costs and become more
competitive. 5ec8ef588b
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